Movie Trivia And Answers
90s movie trivia questions and answers - 9. which 90’s movie soundtrack is the best-selling soundtrack of
all time? the bodyguard the soundtrack from the 1992 film sold more than 45 million copies worldwide. disney
movie trivia questions and answers - quotes trivia 13. if you can’t say something nice, don’t say nothin’ at
all. thumper in bambi the animation from the 1942 film has been reused more often than animation from any
other disney film. a christmas movie trivia quiz - partycurrent - a christmas movie trivia quiz enjoy this
christmas movie trivia quiz and you'll start thinking about christmas movies in a whole new way. christmas
movies often contain an uplifting or general christmas movie trivia - general christmas movie trivia
christmastrivia 1. what is the name of rudolph's dad? vixon dixon dasher donner 2. who wrote "the nightmare
before christmas"? 80s movie trivia questions - method of presenting sequences of the actual movie as a
music video also largely influenced later 80s movies like top gun. 80s movie quotes trivia kids movie trivia
game - moms & munchkins - kids movie trivia game . name the 7 dwarfs in snow white what is the name of
the main red car in the movie cars? what’s the name of the famous big red dog? what type of fish is nemo?
what is the name of shrek’s princess? what is the name of the piggy bank in toy story? what is the little
mermaid’s name? what is the wood-carvers name in pinocchio? what is the name of the princess in ...
welcome to 80s trivia theme night! - world tavern trivia - welcome to 80s trivia theme night! keep in
mind that to make this night special there should be some great food and drink specials and some great 80s
horor movie trivia - perfect party games - at the start of the 2003 movie _____, when selene encounters a
werewolf in the train tunnel, you hear a wolf howl - the sound effect is taken directly from an american free
multiple choice printable movie quiz - cfkcdn - free multiple choice printable movie quiz 1. what animated
feature film was chosen as a 2009 golden globe winner? a. "bolt" b. "kung fu panda" c. "wall-e" 2. which movie
did tom hanks not star in? a. "apollo 13" b. "forest gump" c. "groundhog day" 3. what sport is prominent in the
movie "miracle?" a. basketball b. hockey c. football 4. in the 2000 movie "the family man," what profession did
... free printable 80s trivia game - 80s trivia game name _____ correct answers _____ 1."i feel the need, the
need for speed" is a popular line from which film from 1986? identify the correct movie titles from the ...
- trivia quiz - roman slaves invent identity theft ninetyfour minutes kqvimbacon's only decent film cover your
ears gh dhh tissues in my mouth bnng ungn nothing happens 80s movie trivia answers - trivia questions 80s movie quotes trivia 5. dr. rumack (leslie nielsen) in airplane the 1980 film was a parody of the disaster film
genre. it grossed over $83 million dollars in the u.s. and was marvel movie trivia questions and answers soup - marvel movie trivia questions and answers manual's bank marvel movie trivia questions and answers.
marvel movie trivia questions and answers name these marvelheroes based on their alter-ego and a
description of their powers. 1,315, the great 90s movie trivia questions - conversation starters world 12. what were the three songs the band aerosmith sung for the 1998 movie armageddon? quotes trivia 13.
“there’s no crying in baseball.” 14.
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